IFC Meeting Minutes 2-3-16

President
- Budgets have been proposed -- $1500 for recruitment, $450 for Athletics, $1000 for events
- Looking into other IFC expenses and budget finalization
- We need a representative at all Greek Week meetings
- Greek Week is in 3 weeks – we are hosting 2 or 3 events

Vice President
- No Report

Athletics Chair
- Emailed Marco Perez about reserving the fields
- Emailed Campus Booking to see if they are in charge or knew someone in charge of booking Maestri field
- Found trophy and floor hockey equipment and submitted a budget
- Kassie Reserved our events in the Rec Center
- Talked to Colleen and a couple of other girls asking them if they did or didn't attend IFC sports and why
  - Basically just were never invited
- I will be making a Facebook event to invite sororities

Events Chair
- Not present

Secretary
- Please submit reports every week, thank you to those who do

Recruitment Chair
- IFC Recruitment Workshop
  - Proposed Date - February 17, 2016 @ 6:30 PM
- 50% of all chapters should be present
- $1500 = proposed budget. Will have details next week.

Advisor
- Not present

New Business:
- Proposed Bill: Add on to IFC Recruitment Rules, Section VI, Subsection 2, "Violation will result in a $200 fine."
- Reviewing of proposed budgets for athletics, events, and recruitment.
Individual Fraternity News
- Kappa Sigma: None
- Phi Kappa Sigma: Shave a Skull event coming up
- Theta Xi: Bids extended this week
- Lambda Chi Alpha: Consultant coming this week